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Abstract—Cyber-physical and ambient systems surround the
human user with applications that should be tailored as possible
to her/his preferences and the current situation. We propose
to build them automatically and on the fly by composition of
software components present at the time in the environment, but
without prior expression of the user’s needs or process specifica-
tion or composition model. In order to produce knowledge useful
for automatic composition in the absence of an initial guideline,
we have developed a generic solution based on lifelong online
reinforcement learning. It is decentralized within a multi-agent
system where agents learn incrementally from user feedback to
satisfy her/him. Different use cases have been experimented in
which applications, adapted to the user and the situation, are
composed and emerge automatically and continuously.

Index Terms—Agent, multi-agent system, online learning, re-
inforcement learning, user feedback, service discovery, selection
and composition, ambient intelligence

I. INTRODUCTION

Cyber-physical and ambient systems consist of fix or mobile
devices connected by one or several communication networks.
These devices host software components that provide services
and may require other services to operate. Components are
software building blocks that can be assembled by connecting
required services to provided ones to compose applications
[1]. For example, assembling a standard interaction component
present in a smartphone (e.g. a slider or a speech recognition
component), a software adapter and a connected lamp realizes
an application allowing a user to control the level of ambient
lighting.

Hardware and software components are generally multi-
tenant and independently managed: they are developed, in-
stalled and activated, independently of each other. Due to the
mobility of devices and users, they may appear or disappear
with unpredictable dynamics, giving to cyber-physical and
ambient systems an open and unstable nature. Besides, the
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number of components may be large. In such a context,
component assemblies are hard to design, maintain and adapt.

At the core of these systems, the human user can use
applications at her/his disposal. Ambient intelligence [2] aims
to offer a personalized environment adapted to the situation,
i.e. to provide the right service at the right time, by anticipating
user’s needs, which may change over time.

Our project aims to design and build a solution that auto-
matically and dynamically assembles software components in
order to build “composite” applications adapted to the ambient
environment and the user, i.e. operational, useful and usable.
Our approach breaks with the classic top-down mode for
application development: building an assembly is not driven by
explicit user’s needs or goals, nor by a predefined process or
model; on the contrary, composite applications are built on the
fly in bottom-up mode from the components available at the
time in the ambient environment. Thus, applications emerge
from the environment, taking advantage of opportunities [3].
In this context, the user does not request for a service or
an application: on the contrary, emerging applications are
provided in push mode.

The solution relies on a middleware, called Opportunistic
Composition Engine (OCE), that periodically detects the com-
ponents and their services present in the ambient environment,
designs assemblies of components by connecting services in
an opportunistic way, and proposes them to the user. In the
absence of prior explicit guidelines, OCE automatically learns
the user’s preferences according to the situation in order to
later maximize her/his satisfaction. Learning is achieved online
by reinforcement. It is decentralized within a multi-agent
system (MAS) in which agents interact via a protocol that
supports dynamic service discovery and selection. To learn
from the user and for the user, the latter is put in the loop.

This paper focuses on agent learning and decision making
within the MAS. Opportunistic composition raises other ques-
tions (related to heterogeneity, security, reliability, resource



limitation, etc.) that are out of the scope of this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the

main architectural principles. Agents’ behavior and coopera-
tion features are described in Section III. Section IV focuses
on the online reinforcement learning solution. Experimental
validation results are reported in Section V. Section VI ana-
lyzes the related work and positions our solution. Last, Section
VII summarizes the contribution and discusses open issues.

II. ARCHITECTURE OF THE COMPOSITION SYSTEM

The software architecture, which a simplified view is given
in Fig. 1, has been defined in order to meet the automation re-
quirements of opportunistic composition. This section presents
the main features of this architecture.

Fig. 1. Simplified architectural view

A. Overall architecture

The Opportunistic Composition Engine (OCE) is respon-
sible for designing applications for the user by assembling
available business and interaction components. To do this,
it senses the components and their services that are present
in the ambient environment, then manages the connections
and disconnections between required and provided services
without relying on prior explicit guidelines, thereby generating
on the fly composite applications.

As there is no guideline, unknown and surprising ap-
plications may emerge. Those should be presented to the
user. Indeed, we consider their deployment should remain
under human control whatever the engine’s choices are. This
point is particularly important in the field of human-machine
interaction, for which the control by the user of her/his
interaction environment is of the highest importance [4]. As a
consequence, the user must be put “in the loop”.

Therefore, OCE proposes the emergent applications to the
user and she/he decides at the end on their deployment: she/he
can accept or reject a proposed application, but also modify
it. After acceptance, the emergent application is automatically
deployed and so usable.

Nevertheless, even if the user shares responsibilities with the
engine, she/he should be involved as little as possible [4]. OCE
should therefore be as autonomous as possible. So, it complies
with the autonomic computing principles and the MAPE-K
model [5]: in a cyclic way, OCE monitors (M) the surrounding
environment including the user’s reaction to the presented
application (accept, reject, modify), analyzes (A) it, and plans
(P) assemblies based on its knowledge (K); execution (E) is
the presentation of the planned assembly to the user.

B. MAS-based decentralization

We have designed OCE as a multi-agent system (MAS)
since agents and MAS address major challenges raised by am-
bient and IoT systems [6]: decentralization, distribution, scal-
ability, dynamics and adaptiveness. Agents are autonomous
entities that cooperate to achieve a common mission. Here,
each provided or required service is separately managed by
a dedicated service agent, that is aimed at connecting (or
disconnecting) the service.

Decentralizing OCE architecture as a MAS leads to an addi-
tional requirement concerning inter-agent cooperation: to find
an adequate connection, a service agent has to communicate by
message with other agents to reach an agreement1. Thus, we
have designed ARSA [3], an advertisement-based interaction
protocol close to the Contrat Net Protocol [7]. ARSA relies on
asynchronous (non-blocking) messages, and supports cooper-
ation between agents in a context of dynamics and openness:
inter-agent cooperation goes on even if messages are lost or
services disappear with their agents; besides, agents associated
to appearing services are automatically integrated through
advertizing or receiving advertisements from the others.

Under ARSA, service agents may send 4 types of message:
(1) Advertize – the sender declares its service is available for
binding (this is close to publication of services in SOA but
concerns the required services in the same way) (2) Reply –
the sender answers positively to an advertizer agent (negative
answers are dropped) (3) Select – when receiving a Reply
message (it may receive none, one or several replies), an agent
can drop, memorize, or select it (it can also select a previously
memorized reply) then send a Select message to the replier (4)
Agree – the agent which has received a Select message finally
agrees (if so, the connection can be effectively made).

III. AGENT’S BEHAVIOR AND COOPERATION

Each OCE agent manages a software service and interacts
with other agents via the ARSA protocol in order to connect
its service2. Periodically, an agent perceives a set of ARSA
messages. Then it decides which one it is going to answer to.
For that, it first builds its own representation of the current
situation from the messages it received. Next, it compares this
current situation with the situations it has already encountered,
and scores it from similar ones. Lastly, it chooses the action
to be performed (i.e. the agent to answer to). This is repeated
along the message exchanges until the end of the current OCE
cycle (an OCE cycle consists in sensing the environment, plan-
ning an assembly, presenting it, and getting user feedback).

A. Construction of the current situation

A current situation is a local (individual) view of the
ambient environment, i.e. a set of agents with whom it is
possible to connect. The current situation Sit of an agent Ai

lists the service agents sensed by Ai (i.e. the ones from which
Ai has received a message) during the OCE cycle t, which

1In this paper, we disregard service description and matchmaking issues,
as well as efficiency of the routing of messages.

2To simplify, we improperly talk about connection between agents.



services are compatible3 with the one of Ai. It is a set of pairs
(Aj , ARSA Type) where Aj identifies the message sender
and ARSA Type is Advertize, Reply, Select or Agree. Sit is
incrementally built and updated throughout the OCE cycle t4.

B. Comparison with the reference situations

Over time, depending on the hardware and software com-
ponents in the varying ambient environment, an agent may
encounter various situations. A reference situation Ref ik is a
situation, numbered k, that an agent Ai has encountered in the
past (in a previous OCE cycle). Close to the current situation, it
is composed of a set of agents, which services are compatible
with the one of Ai, sensed by Ai in the environment at a
given time: Ref ik is a set of pairs (Aj , Scoreij), where Aj is
the identifier of a message sender, and Scoreij is a numerical
value that represents Ai’s interest in connecting its service to
the one of Aj in this situation (Sec. IV-B explains how this
knowledge is built and maintained through learning).
Ai memorizes a set of reference situations that constitutes

its knowledge base, noted Ref i. Comparison step aims to
select from Ref i the reference situations that are similar or
identical to Sit . The idea is to be able to repeat a decision
made in the past in identical or close situations.

Comparison between the current situation Sit and a reference
situation Ref ik is based on the identifiers of the agents present
in the situations, regardless of message types and scores.
The Similar S function returns a set of reference situations
with a real number for each of them, that measures the
degree of similarity dk =

|Si
t∩Ref

i
k|

|Si
t∪Refi

k|
(i.e. the proportion of

agents in common between Sit and Ref ik - known as the
Jaccard coefficient). In addition, the returned set contains only
reference situations with a dk greater than or equal to a
threshold ξ. If the current situation Sit already exists identically
in Ref i, only the latter is selected (the other similar situations
are overlooked).

Let Sit be the set of all possible current situations, and
Ref the set of all possible reference situations; thus, P(Ref)
is the set of all possible agents’ knowledge base. Similar S is
defined as follows:

Similar S : Sit× P(Ref)→ P(Ref × [0, 1])

(Sit , Ref
i) 7→ {(Ref ik, dk)}Refi

k∈Refi, ξ≤dk≤1
(1)

C. Scoring the current situation

The function Score Situation assigns a numerical value to
each agent Aj of Sit , in order to choose one of them later.
If Sit has been recognized as a reference situation, the scores
are replicated identically. Otherwise, the score Scoreij of Aj

is calculated from the scores of Aj in the selected reference
situations: it is the average score of Aj weighted by the
respective degrees of similarity.

3Two services are compatible if one of them, P , is provided and the other,
R, is required and if P includes R. If so, R and P may be connected.

4When updating the current situation with Aj , if Aj already exists in the
current situation with a different message type, the most recent one is retained.

An agent that Ai hasn’t met in the past may appear. It is
scored depending on a novelty sensitivity coefficient ν (0 ≤
ν ≤ 1), which reflects the user’s degree of acceptability of
novelty. With a probability equal to ν, it is assigned a higher
score than the better one in the situation; with a probability
(1− ν), it is assigned a medium score.

Last, if none reference situation similar to Sit exists, the
score of each agent of the current situation is set to 1

n , n
being the number of agents in Sit .

D. Choosing the agent to connect to

At this point, Ai chooses one agent from the scored current
situation. To do this, several strategies are possible depending
on the scores and the message types. Here, priority is given
to the agent with the best score. In case of equality, priority
depends on the received message type (choice is random if the
type is the same), ordered from highest to lowest as follows:
Agree, Select, Reply, Advertize5. When the decision is made,
Ai sends a message to the chosen agent Aj according to the
ARSA protocol.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the agent’s decision process.

Algorithm 1 Decision step of the agent Ai

Require: Sit : current situation, Ref i : knowledge base
1: Similarit ← Similar S(Sit , Ref

i);
2: Scored Situationit ← Score Situation(Sit , Similar

i
t);

3: Aj ← Choose Agent(Scored Situationit);

Inter-agent cooperation and connection agreements con-
tribute to the consistency of OCE global decision and the
emergence of cohesive composite applications. Section IV-B
points out the complementary contribution of the user to this
issue through her/his feedback.

IV. LEARNING PRINCIPLES

OCE cannot base its decision on guidelines specified in
advance: indeed, the user is not able to explicit a priori and
exhaustively her/his needs and preferences in any situation,
nor to translate them into assembly plans, because of the
dynamics and unpredictability of the surrounding environment,
the variability of her/his needs and the combinatorics generated
by the number of components. Thus, OCE has to learn what
the user prefers at a given moment in order to make decisions
in same or similar future situations.

A. How to learn?

The lack of initial data and solutions known in advance
makes supervised and unsupervised learning impossible. In
addition, environment dynamics, with services appearing and
disappearing unpredictably, makes very difficult or even im-
possible to build a static model of prediction or classification.
Hence, learning must be done online: OCE iteratively learns
by progressive adaptation of the agents’ knowledge. Agents

5In relation to the learning method, Sec. IV-C explains why and how the
chosen agent is not automatically the best scored.



increment and update their knowledge as the experience goes
along, according to the interactions with the user and the
feedback she/he provides.

According to the online learning model, OCE makes a
“prediction” (the assembly), and the “environment” (the user)
provides an answer about its correction depending on its
preferences and actual needs. However, the feedback given
in our case by the user does not have the accuracy of the
answer given by the environment in standard online learning:
in particular, it can evolve over time as the situations and
the user’s needs or preferences change. For this reason, we
hybridize the principles of online learning with those of
reinforcement learning [8]. Reinforcement learning aims at
learning what to do (mapping situations to actions) so as to
maximize a numerical reward. It allows the learner to adapt
over the long term by interacting with its environment. Here,
the user’s response helps to reinforce the agents’ knowledge.
Then, agent’s decisions at the OCE cycle t + 1 rely on the
knowledge that it has accumulated up to the cycle t.

Note that this approach does not exclude the use of a priori
knowledge (for example, general rules or patterns for assem-
bling business components, ergonomic rules for assembling
interaction components), that could be provided initially.

Finally, due to the dynamics of both the surrounding envi-
ronment and the user’s needs, learning must also be lifelong,
which does not exclude phases of knowledge stabilization.

B. Agent-level learning based on user feedback

Agents’ knowledge is created and updated at the end of
the OCE cycle, after the interaction with the user. At this
point, the user feedback (concerning the entire assembly) is
sent back to OCE and propagated to every agent Ai involved
in the assembly (connected to an agent Aj). Each Ai has to
build a new reference situation from both its scored current
situation and a reward derived from the feedback about its
connection choice. β being the reinforcement factor (β > 0),
this reward rij is computed as follows:

1) The user has entirely accepted the presented assembly.
Ai decision to connect to Aj is rewarded positively:

rij = β

2) The user has entirely rejected the presented assembly.
Ai decision to connect to Aj is penalized:

rij = −β
3) The user has modified the presented assembly

– If the user has replaced the connection between Ai

and Aj by one between Ai and Ah, the first connection
is penalized and the new one is positively rewarded:

rij = −β
rih = |Scoreij − Scoreih|+ β

– If the user has kept (respectively removed) a connec-
tion: the reward is computed as in the case of an accep-
tance (respectively rejection) of the whole assembly.
– If the connection between Ai and Aj didn’t exist
in the proposed assembly, and the user has added this
connection, rij must be such that, in the future, in the

same situation, Ai will prefer Aj to all the other agents.
Hence (Sit being the current situation of Ai):

rij = maxAk∈Si
t
Scoreik + β

The new reference situation is derived from the current
situation of Ai (a set of agents Aj with their scores Scoreij
on which Ai has made its decision, see Sec. III): in case of
reward, Scoreij is updated according to the formula (2) derived
from the one of the “bandit algorithm” [8], where α is the
learning factor (0 ≤ α ≤ 1). There, (1−α)Scoreij represents
the part of knowledge that Ai keeps from the past and α · rij
the part it learns in the current OCE cycle.

Scoreij = Scoreij + α(rij − Scoreij) (2)

Last, the reference situation is normalized so as the sum of
the scores equals 1, and stored in Ref i.

C. Exploitation vs exploration

When deciding of an action, reinforcement learning usually
supposes a balance between exploitation of learned data and
some exploration in order to build new data. This balance
is determined by a value ε, 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1: along the ARSA
exchanges, the chosen agent (see Sec. III-D) may be the “best”
with a probability (1 - ε) that promotes knowledge exploitation,
or another agent with a probability ε, promoting exploration.

V. PROTOTYPE AND EXPERIMENTATION

This section presents the current state of implementation,
and several experiments which show that construction of
current situations, creation and evolution of knowledge, and
its exploitation by the agents are carried out correctly.

A. Implementation

A prototype version of OCE has been implemented in Java
according to the principles presented above. It works in con-
junction with a user-dedicated Interactive Control Environment
(ICE) [9], and can be connected to real component platforms.
To experiment, we have developed an interface that simulates
the interaction between OCE and the ambient environment: it
allows to enter components by hand and run OCE (with ICE)
cycle by cycle and trace agents’ behaviors and knowledge.

B. Experimentation

Here is the use case. Mary is at work. The ambient space
holds components supplied by her company: a room Planner
providing the Book service, a booking Desk providing the
Order service and requiring both Book and Notify, and a
Tactile input device that requires Order. There also are Mary’s
personal components: Text and Voice input interfaces both
requiring Order, and Mary’s Calendar that provides Notify.

In what follows, we demonstrate OCE behavior with α =
0.4, β = 1, ε = 0.2, ν = 0.33 and ξ = 0.5. We focus on the
agent B that manages the provided Order service of Desk.
We show how it works and learns about the agents A1, A2,
and A3 that respectively manage the Order services required
by Text, Voice and Tactile. To experiment, we assume the
same environment (described above) in the first three cases and



we make agents’ knowledge vary. The experiences described
below can be viewed in a video6.

1) Composition without knowledge: OCE is started and
runs until an assembly emerges. Since B has no knowledge
yet, the same score of 1

3 is assigned to A1, A2 and A3, that
are the candidates for connection in the current situation of
B. Fig. 2 shows a screenshot of the ICE interface with the
resulting assembly (here, the random choice of B has been
A1): an application that allows Mary to book a room for a
meeting. Agents’ IDs have been added on the screenshot.

Fig. 2. Presentation of the emergent application (ICE screenshot)

As Mary prefers the Voice component, she modifies the
assembly using ICE functionalities. Fig. 3 shows the result.

Fig. 3. The application after Mary’s input (ICE screenshot)

Then, OCE learns from this modification: from the cur-
rent situation {(A1, 0.33); (A2, 0.33); (A3, 0.33)}, it builds the
reference situation RefB0 = {(A1, 0); (A2, 0.6); (A3, 0.4)}
by reinforcement and normalization, and stores it in the
knowledge base RefB of B.

2) Composition with exact knowledge: OCE has previously
run and RefB contains RefB0 (see above). As the current
situation exactly matches RefB0 , B chooses to connect to A2.
As a result, ICE displays the same assembly as in Fig. 3. In this
situation, OCE has therefore tailored to Mary’s preferences.
Since Mary accepts the OCE proposition, RefB0 is reinforced
and updated to {(A1, 0); (A2, 0.66); (A3, 0.34)}.

3) Composition with approximate knowledge: OCE has
previously run and, C1, C2, C3 being agents managing ser-
vices previously encountered, RefB contains

6https://www.irit.fr/∼Sylvie.Trouilhet/demo/wetice2020.mp4

• RefB1 = {(A1, 0.42); (A2, 0.58)}
• RefB2 = {(A1, 0.48); (C1, 0.26); (C2, 0.26)}
• RefB3 = {(A1, 0.19); (A2, 0.43); (A3, 0.19); (C3, 0.19)}

The respective degrees of similarity with the current situation
are d1 = 0.67, d2 = 0.2, d3 = 0.75. As d2 < ξ, only RefB1
and RefB3 are selected and combined to build the scored
current situation {(A1, 0.30); (A2, 0.50); (A3, 0.19)}. Then A2

is selected (4 times out of 5 due to possible exploration
as ε = 0.2). After Mary has accepted, then reinforcement
and normalization, the new reference situation RefB4 =
{(A1, 0.25); (A2, 0.59); (A3, 0.16)} is added to RefB .

4) Composition as the environment changes: In the next
OCE cycle, we have stopped Voice and added a novel com-
ponent requiring Order, managed by A4. In presence of A1,
A3 and A4, only RefB4 is selected (d4 = 0.5). So, the
scored situation is {(A1, 0.25); (A3, 0.16); (A4, 0.16)} two out
of three times as ν = 0.33, which leads B to choose A1,
{(A1, 0.25); (A3, 0.16); (A4, 0.26)} otherwise.

Experimentation on more complex real use cases is under-
way, as well as quantitative performance evaluation depending
on the number of services and the possible connections.

VI. RELATED WORK

Sheng et al. [10] survey standards and research work on
Web service composition. They identify automation of ser-
vice selection, composition adaptability, scalability, and cus-
tomization as major requirements, and state that adaptability
and autonomy of service composition and ubiquitous service
composition are issues that require significant research efforts.

The automatic composition problem differs on whether a
model of the composition is known in advance or not. In the
first case, the problem is to find the different services that make
possible the instantiation of the model while adapting it to the
context. For example, MUSIC [11] supports plan selection
at runtime and their implementation and adaptation to the
context to maximize application utility. In [12], a rule-based
engine builds applications at runtime and pushes them to the
user when particular contextual situations are detected. In the
second case, goals or pre- and/or post-conditions are specified,
and services are built to satisfy them. For example, MUSA
[13] supports service composition and adaptation in dynamic
and unpredictable environments based on user goals, which
may change dynamically. In [14], the surrounding environment
is automatically and dynamically configured based on goals
and the services present at the time. Solutions for service
composition in ambient systems, based on goals expressed
in different ways, are studied in [15]. Hence, in any slution,
service composition is made up top-down from a pre-declared
specification contrary to our bottom-up approach, which some-
how learns these specifications at runtime.

Ambient intelligence systems aim at minimizing user in-
volvement. In [16], the user can select, accept, reject, or
adjust applications, change her/his preference, even put off
automatic adaptation. In [17], the emphasis is put on feedback:
authors argue that user preferences and profile can be learned
(by semi-supervised reinforcement learning), and associated to

https://www.irit.fr/~Sylvie.Trouilhet/demo/wetice2020.mp4


activity recognition. Managing user attention and disturbance
is a major requirement. For us, it remains an open issue.

Service selection mainly aims at meeting quality of service
(QoS) requirements [10]. A composition algorithm based on
the clustering of services in relation to QoS is proposed in
[18]. In order to continuously adapt component-based software
systems and build “emergent software”, authors of [19] pro-
pose a learning system based on reinforcement learning that
monitors at runtime a set of known possible configuration for a
given goal, and choose the one that maximize extrafunctional
criteria. Here, the configuration emerge, not the functionality.
In [20], self-adaptive composition of Web services in dynamic
environments maximizes the global QoS of the composition:
service composition is modelled as a Markovian decision
process with several alternative processes, the best one being
chosen using a Q-learning algorithm (a sort of reinforcement
learning algorithm). Our solution doesn’t rely on specified QoS
attributes nor precisely optimize a particular QoS criterion: in
a way, the quality of a proposed assembly is set by the user
depending on her/his preferences, then provided to the engine
as feedback data that drive OCE future decisions.

Wang et al. propose a distributed algorithm to optimize
dynamically Web service compositions in a varying environ-
ment: within a MAS, agents learn by reinforcement using a
Q-learning algorithm and share their experience to improve
efficiency and speed up the learning rate [21]. In [22], agent
coordination supports choreography of services and relies on
dialogue and the history of conversations. These cooperative
approaches seem promising and could improve our solution
by adding coordination between agents.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the principles of a new solution
for user-oriented automated service composition in ambient
spaces. Based on online reinforcement learning from user
feedback, it makes new applications emerge in bottom-up
mode without prior expression of needs, goals, or composition
models. By not embedding any predefined QoS criteria nor
user-specific preferences, our solution is generic (regardless
of the user and the application area) and evolutive (the user’s
preferences may change over time).

Each service is managed by an agent which learns from the
user and makes local decisions about connection to maximize
user satisfaction while limiting her/his involvement. For that,
the agents observe partially the environment through the mes-
sages they receive, which avoids having to predefine then iden-
tify global situation. However, having only a local view might
not be enough for efficient learning and consistent decision
making. Here, the user “in the loop” has a major role in term
of decision consistency by giving a global feedback which
is dispatched to the agents and transformed into knowledge.
Driven by this common knowledge, the aggregation of the
agents’ local decisions makes sense from a global perspective.
However, for greater consistency, our solution should evolve
towards multi-agent learning [23] based on knowledge sharing
between agents and increased coordination.
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